Despite successful fabrication of gecko-inspired fibrillar surfaces with strong adhesion forces, how to achieve an easy-removal property becomes a major concern that may restrict the wide applications of these bio-inspired surfaces. Research on how geckos detach rapidly has inspired the design of novel adhesive surfaces with strong and reversible adhesion capabilities, which relies on further fundamental understanding of the peeling mechanisms. Recent studies showed that the peel-zone plays an important role in the peeling off of adhesive tapes or fibrillar surfaces. In this study, a numerical method was developed to evaluate peel-zone deformation and the resulting mechanical behaviour due to the deformations of fibrillar surfaces detaching from a smooth rigid substrate. The effect of the geometrical parameters of pillars and the stiffness of backing layer on the peel-zone and peel strength, and the strong attachment and easyremoval properties have been analysed to establish a design map for bio-inspired fibrillar surfaces, which shows that the optimized strong attachment and easy-removal properties can vary by over three orders of magnitude. The adhesion and peeling design map established provides new insights into the design and development of novel gecko-inspired fibrillar surfaces.
INTRODUCTION
Interfacial science and engineering has been widely studied to achieve various functionalities based on the material chemistry and micro/nano surface structures [1] [2] [3] [4] . Recently, fibrillar adhesion has attracted much attention to develop gecko-inspired adhesive surfaces [2,5 -12] . In these adhesion studies, peeling tests have been widely used to determine interfacial adhesion strength [13, 14] . For the adhesion between fibril ends and a rigid substrate, the peel-zone plays an extremely important role in peeling behaviours, governed by the interfacial strength and deformation of the fibrils [15] . For instance, the fine hierarchical structures of gecko setae usually generate frictional adhesion from the peel-zone and the contact region between a spatula and a substrate [11,16 -18] . Similarly, anisotropic tribological properties are expected for anisotropic structures of unidirectionally oriented carbon nanotubes [1] .
In previous studies, researchers have explored the design and fabrication of gecko-inspired surfaces, based on the adhesive contact generated by several splits at the end of setae, and predicted that a higher extent of splitting could generate a stronger adhesive force [5, 19, 20] . The use of micro-and nano-structured fibrillar surfaces to mimic gecko seta arrays has attracted much interest during the past decade [9, 12, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Micro-fibrillar surfaces that use microfabricated hole array masters [2, 9, 10, 21] and a nanowire surface with a larger aspect ratio and a high Young's modulus [7] have also been fabricated. Despite much effort and the significant progress made on the design of surfaces with strong adhesive properties [9, 29] and the recent successful development of sticky gecko-inspired surfaces, how to achieve an easy-removal capability has become a major concern that may restrict the wide applications of bio-inspired adhesives.
Previous studies have considered the easy removal of strong adhesive surfaces with vertical micro-fibrillar structures similar to that of a real gecko that can attach and detach from surfaces via controlling the peeling angle of its setae by gripping in or releasing its toes, in which the adhesion force can vary by more than two or three orders of magnitude [18, 30] . The detachment of a gecko from a substrate is similar to the peeling of an adhesive tape, though the two processes are different in size scales and molecular interactions involved between surfaces. The peel angle, the length and shape of the peel region of the adhesive tape can significantly influence its mechanical peeling properties [6, 17, [30] [31] [32] . It is practicable to fabricate adhesive surfaces with specially designed micro-fibrillar structures to modulate their reversible peeling and mechanical properties. Peeling tests have been widely applied to investigate bio-inspired conformal adhesion of fibrillar surfaces [27, [33] [34] [35] . Therefore, it is very important to understand the fundamental principles of various peeling behaviours to develop innovative gecko-inspired surfaces/adhesives [30] . Yet, the geometry of peel-zone, the deformation of fibrillar structures during peeling process and their contributions to peel strength ( peel force per unit width) have not been analysed quantitatively and systematically. Furthermore, an improved reversible design of bioinspired adhesive surfaces based on peeling behaviour remains a problem.
In this study, we numerically studied the effect of the peeling zone on the peeling behaviour of a gecko-inspired micro-fibrillar surface detaching from a smooth rigid substrate. The elastic deformation of fibrils within the peel-zone was calculated to obtain the force contribution and the corresponding adhesion energy. The effects of the physical properties of fibrillar surfaces, such as elastic modulus, geometrical parameters of pillars and backing layer, on peel forces and the strong attachment and easy-removal properties are discussed. An adhesion and peeling design map was proposed for modulating the strong attachment and easy-removal properties of bio-inspired surfaces.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The numerical analysis in this study focuses on a gecko-inspired surface with regular vertical cylindrical fibrils, as shown in figure 1. When the surface is peeled off from a substrate at a certain angle, the fibrils will be stretched and deformed until the tension stress exceeds the pull-off stress, and then detachment from the smooth substrate occurs. The stress -strain relationship of the fibrils considers the large deformation and the neck shrink effect is shown in equation (2.1) as derived in appendix A, and the critical pull-off stress of an individual fibril is given by equation (2.2):
where E f and E s are the Young's modulus; n f and n s are Poisson's ratio of fibrils and the substrate, respectively; Dg ¼ g f þ g s 2 g f,s is the work of adhesion between fibrils and the substrate, g f , g s , g f,s denotes surface and interfacial energies of fibrils and the substrate; R is the fibril radius; h 0 is the fibril length; h is the length of stretched fibrils; s f is the tensile stress at the fibril ends; P i and s M are the critical pull-off force and pull-off stress of an individual fibril, respectively. From figure 1c, the length of the deformed fibril appears to be related to its displacement along x-and y-axes. When the upper end of the fibril moves from Strong attachment and easy-removal M. Zhou et al. 2425 position P 0 (s(x), 0) to P 1 (x, y) as shown in figure 1c , the length can be described by
where h x ¼ s(x) 2 x, h y ¼ y þ h 0 and s is the length from the bifurcation at the peeling front to the point where detachment has occurred. Full details of the derivation can be found in appendices. A detailed description of the numerical method is given in appendix A.2. Basically, the peel region is numerically divided into N elements along the x-axis, each of which has the length of ds. During peeling, each fibril detaches in sequence from the element near the peel front. In order to obtain precise results to account for this deformation property of the gecko-inspired surface, the length of these elements should be much smaller than the radius of fibrils, i.e. ds ( R. For the first element, the normal force and the horizontal force are denoted as u 0 and f 0 , respectively. For the last element, the boundary condition is that the resultant force is equivalent to the peeling force, F. Applying the numerical method proposed by Lin et al. [36] and Zhang et al. [37] when the initial values of peeling force F, u 0 and f 0 are given, the forces and bending moment of the consecutive elements can be calculated in turn from the first element to the last element at the edge of the peel region [26] . With decreasing meshing size, the peel strength calculated converges to a fixed value. With decreases in the Young's modulus of fibrils, the meshing length should also be reduced to obtain precise results to account for the property of the gecko-inspired surface to deform easily, as discussed in appendices. An advantage of this numerical method is that it directly depicts the lateral and normal stress distribution in the peel region. Furthermore, the peel-zone shape and the force contributions are also discussed in the appendices.
To validate the numerical method, the calculation results were compared with previous experimental results reported by Sameoto & Menon [10] , with a geckoinspired PDMS ( polydimethylsiloxane) pillar array surface and a smooth PDMS sheet peeled off at different angles. The peel strengths of the smooth sheet at different peel angles obeyed Kendall's peeling model. The fitted adhesion energy was 0.6 J m
22
, indicated by the bottom dashed line in figure 2 . The experimental peel strengths of the gecko-inspired surface are marked with dark-blue square points in figure 2 [10] . The fitted adhesion energy versus peel angle is considered to represent the equivalent interfacial adhesion energy of a gecko-inspired PDMS fibrillar surface and the substrate. In addition, using k ¼ 20 (the compression coefficient, as described in appendices) and Poisson's ratio of n ¼ 0.45, the peel strengths of the gecko-inspired surface agreed reasonably with the experimental results, as shown by the red solid round plots in figure 2 .
In Kendall's model, the relationship between peel strength and peel angle is [17, 38] given by 22 from numerical calculation. From the earlier-mentioned discussion, the curve of peel strength versus peel angle for a gecko-inspired fibrillar surface can be considered as a shift of Kendall fitting curve for the case of a smooth sheet, i.e. increase in the effective adhesion energy. Such adhesion enhancement was also reported in the literature [27, 28, 34, 39] . One of the reasons for the adhesion enhancement was considered to be related to the deformations and dissipation of fibrils [28] . Additionally, on the basis of contact mechanics, the adhesion stress increases while decreasing the fibril radius but keeping the same ratio of fibril radius to spacing distance [21, 40] . Interfacial conformal adhesion enhancement of microstructures have been found to play a critical role in the peeling of both bio-inspired fibrillar surfaces and gecko spatula adhesion [27, 34, 35, 41] . All these factors can lead to a higher peel strength of the gecko-inspired surface than that of a smooth sheet.
The peel strengths of fibrillar surfaces with fibrils of different radii versus peel angles are shown in figure 3 . When the ratio of radius to spacing distance between fibrils is constant, and Dg ¼ 20 mJ m 22 , E f ¼ 0.2 MPa, the relationships between peel strengths and peel angles follow the same trend for different cases with different R values, whereas the equivalent energy increases with a decrease in the radius of fibrils. These results are in accordance with the previous report [5] .
The enhancement of peel strength by using smaller fibrils can be estimated based on energy analysis [38] . The effective adhesion energy of fibrillar surfaces can be obtained as where W f is the maximum elastic energy of an individual fibril prior to its detachment, and can be derived as
where W f,L is the elastic energy of an individual fibril for linear elastic material and W f,max is the maximum possible elastic energy density for large neck shrink deformation. Full details of the derivation are given in appendices.
The pull-off length h of fibrils by using the detachment condition described in appendix A and equations (A 18-A 21) in appendix A can be applied to determine the range of effective adhesion energy as 1.06 J m 22 , g eff , 2.57 J m 22 , which concurs well with the results from the numerical calculations.
SURFACE DESIGN BASED ON PEELING BEHAVIOURS

Geometrical design of fibrils
In order to achieve micro-fibrillar surfaces with reversible peeling, it is essential to combine the considerations of strong normal adhesion and optimized peeling behaviours in the surface design principles. The earliermentioned discussion shows that the peel strength increases when the fibril radius decreases, with the ratio of fibril radius to fibril spacing being kept constant. The enhancement of peel strength of the fibrillar surface obtained from the numerical method is shown in figure  4a by taking typical values for the parameters in the numerical analysis as u ¼ 308,
where H is the backing layer thickness of the fibrillar surface. However, the normal adhesion stress of the gecko-inspired surface also increases when the fibril radius decreases, with the ratio of fibril radius to fibril spacing being kept constant, i.e.
where b ¼ R/a is the ratio of radius to spacing distance between fibrils. In addition, the normal adhesion strength of a gecko-inspired surface can be expressed as As mentioned earlier, the peel force per unit width is called peel strength. The normal adhesion force per unit width, i.e. the so-called pull-off strength, is defined as
ð3:3Þ
The gecko-inspired surface is expected to possess strong attachment and easy-removal properties. To characterize these properties, a parameter l is defined as follows:
where F/b is the ratio of the normal adhesion force per width ( pull-off strength) to the peel strength. From the peeling behaviour discussed earlier, the numerical results obey F/b ¼ g eff /(12cos u). Equation (3.4) can be rewritten as
À cos uÞ ¼ l r Â dð1 À cos uÞ; ð3:5Þ where
is a reference value. Equation (3.5) indicates that l is related to physical parameters, including ðð1 À n
, Dg, the geometrical parameters and peel angle. A larger l indicates better properties of strong adhesion and easy removal. The relationship between l r and the radius of fibrils for cases with different Young's modulus is shown in figure 4b. l r increases with an increase in the Young's modulus and fibril radius. Therefore, the radius of fibrils should be designed in accordance with material properties. When u ¼ 908, l r ¼ l/d, which indicates that the physical meaning of l r is l per length at the peel angle of 908. Figure 4c shows that an increase in the length of fibrils is associated with an increase in the peel Figure 4d shows that the relation of the peel strength of the geckoinspired surface increases with the aspect ratio. It should be noted that fibrils cannot be too short owing to the roughness of actual substrate as very short fibrils cannot adapt to the roughness. Therefore, the roughness of the target substrates should be considered when designing the length of fibril. Furthermore, antiself-adhesion conditions should also be considered, which is given in §3.2. On the basis of experimental results, Lamblet et al. [39] proposed that a correlation existed between the aspect of fibril and the peel strength of the geckoinspired surface. During the peeling process, the elastic bending energy (
) and the deformation energy of the substrate (E s ¼ 8pP 2 /27ER) are fully dissipated. Therefore, the peel strength increases as the aspect ratio increases. However, when the aspect ratio is too large, the fibrils cannot resume their shapes following peeling, or even form bundles, leading to a decrease in the peel strength. The earlier-mentioned numerical method does not take E b , E s and the bundling effect into account; thus, the method is not suitable for gecko-inspired surfaces with large aspect ratios. Therefore, anti-self-adhesion conditions should be included to determine the critical aspect ratio [21] , and then the numerical method can be applied to design the geometrical parameters.
Previous studies have discussed the geometrical design. Spolenak et al. [24] and Gao et al. [29] discussed the influence of the shape of the end of the fibril on the adhesion force. Zeng et al. [11] analysed the normal adhesion of inclined fibril by applying the JKR model and van der Waals theory. The theoretical maximum adhesion force of a flat cylindrical fibril can be determined by NF ad ¼ N pr 2 A 12 =6pD 3 0 . Therefore, the smaller the fibrils, the higher the normal adhesion force. Zeng et al. [11] also analysed the relationship between adhesion force and the incline angle of fibrils, and proposed that the normal adhesion force can be altered by over two orders of magnitude. The previous studies indicate a practical way to control the attachment and detachment of a gecko-inspired fibrillar surface by varying the inclination angle. 3 840 000 For a real gecko system, the adhesion force of gecko seta can be changed easily by more than three orders of magnitude during attachment and detachment. The earlier-mentioned discussion and figure 4b indicate that, under certain conditions, l ¼ l r . b (1 2 cos u) , the change of the peeling strength and the adhesion strength can reach more than three orders of magnitude. Therefore, on the basis of results in this study, the strong attachment and easy-removal properties of gecko-inspired surfaces can be optimized by applying the design principle established based on the numerical method proposed.
Adhesion and peeling design map
The question of how to optimize the geometrical parameters of the fibrillar surfaces according to their physical properties has attracted widespread attention. Spolenak et al. [40] gave the optimization of the equivalent apparent contact strength. By taking typical values for Dg ¼ 0.1 J m 45 and H ¼ 0.35 mm, where g f denotes the work of adhesion between two fibril tips, the optimization process can be summarized as follows. First, the fracture limit of a fibril with a flat end is expressed as
where s f th % E=10 is the theoretical fracture strength. Second, the limit of fibril condensation and contact adaptability of the flat end cylinder fibril is the same as that of hemispherical end [40] . By taking a typical value for the fibril length h 0 ¼ 10 mm, these limits are shown in the respective shaded regimes in figure 5a. From equation (A 1) in appendix A, the equivalent apparent contact strength
app . The fourth step is to exclude the region where s app , 1 MPa. Therefore, the remaining triangular target area gives the allowed parameter region for normal adhesion of an adhesive structure with s app of at least 1 MPa. The design of surfaces with strong attachment and easy-removal properties should be further optimized. Contours of constant l r can be obtained by the numerical method, as shown in figure 5b. Only the segments on these contours within the target area are allowed for design, at which the strong attachment and easyremoval properties are the same but s app are different. The maximum s app point is allowed at the intersection of each equivalent l r condition line with the lower border of the triangular target area. Particularly, the point at the bottom of the triangular target area gives the best optimum properties of l r and s app .
By choosing the typical value of equation (3.5) (d 10 22 m, u ¼ 908), if l r is more than 10
5
, the change of the peeling strength and the adhesion strength can reach three orders of magnitude. Furthermore, figure 5c gives the target design area for cases of different fibril lengths, while the insets show the values of l r and s app at the optimum points of different h 0 . With the increases in fibril length, smaller l r is allowed within the target area. Therefore, the direction of the hollow arrow represents that the easy-removal property allowed in the target area increases, whereas the direction of the solid arrow represents that the strong adhesive property of the target area increases. The competition of these two properties determines the optimization of the gecko-inspired fibrillar surface.
The optimum parameters of normal adhesion that were mentioned previously by Spolenak et al. [40] distribute points of the triangular target areas at the bottom. However, further optimization of these optimum points by the actual requirement of the properties of strong adhesion and easy removal has not been discussed yet. Taking a typical design as an example, for a material with the interfacial adhesion energy 0.1 J m 22 with a substrate, the work of adhesion between two fibrils 0.06 J m Therefore, by using the numerical calculation, the optimum point to obtain a desired l can be selected. Previously, Greiner et al. [42] proposed that the optimum point should be just at the intersection of the 'conode' (shown as dashed dot line in figure 6 ) with the ideal contact strength limit (shown as dashed line in figure 6 ). However, by taking into account the strong attachment and the easy-removal properties, the optimum point is the balance of the two properties to some extent, which achieves qualitative agreement with the biological contact elements (flies, beetles, spiders and lizards), as shown in figure 6 [40].
Design of backing layer
As expected, the numerical method can also be used to design the backing layer. Kendall's peeling model demonstrates that peel strength increases with increasing the thickness, or Young's modulus, of the backing layer, i.e. the stiffness of the backing layer [38] . For the geckoinspired fibrillar surface, peel strength correlates with the stretch of fibrils. Equation (A 13) indicates that the shape of the peel region determines stretch or compression of fibrils. Moreover, the deformation of fibrils influences the deformation of the backing layer and then the shape of the peel region. The theoretical results indicate that the influence of backing layer thickness on the peel strength of the gecko-inspired fibrillar surface is similar to the prediction of Kendall's peeling model for a smooth sheet; however, the increase rate, i.e. the derivative of peel strength with respect to the backing layer thickness, is not the same as that predicted by the model (figure 7a). In Kendall's peeling model, for a smooth elastic thin film, only the elastic deformation energy of the backing layer, which increases with the backing layer thickness, influences the peel strength. However, for the gecko-inspired micro-fibrillar surface, the deformation of the backing layer determines the length of the peel-zone and the peel strength. Therefore, the peel strength, the effective adhesion energy and then l r change with different backing layer thicknesses. According to equation (3.5) , the strong attachment and easy-removal properties of parameter l is inversely proportional to the effective adhesion energy; so the minimum backing layer thickness leading to the best performance can be achieved under the condition that fracture of the backing layer does not occur.
The stiffness of backing layer can be given by
; ð3:7Þ
where I is the moment of inertia, E* ¼ E/(12n 2 ). Therefore, the influence of modulus of the backing layer is the same as that of H 3 , whereas in Kendall's model, the influence of thickness of backing is the same as that of E*. It is important to note that the earlier-mentioned discussions consider only the bending of the backing layer without including extension deformation. The peel 
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a numerical method was proposed to investigate the effect of peel-zone on the peeling behaviour of fibrillar surfaces. The strong attachment and easy-removal properties, and also the effect of the geometrical parameters of fibrils and the backing layer stiffness on the peel-zone and the peel strength are all theoretically evaluated by using the numerical method proposed. The adhesion and peeling design maps are developed for bioinspired attachment systems by taking account of the peeling behaviours. The numerical analysis showed that the optimization of the gecko-inspired surface is determined by the competition between the easy-removal property and the strong adhesive property to some extent, which achieves qualitative agreement with the biological contact elements. By choosing some typical values, the peeling strength and adhesion strength can vary by over three orders of magnitude. The adhesion and peeling design map established provides new insights into the design and development innovative gecko-inspired fibrillar surfaces. 
APPENDIX A. PEELING MODEL OF GECKO-INSPIRED SURFACE
A.1. Mechanical model at peel region
For a gecko-inspired surface with regular cylindrical fibrils, the radius of fibrils can be defined as R, the spacing as a and the height as h 0 , as shown in figure 1. When these fibrils detach from the smooth substrate, based on contact mechanics, the pull-off force of an individual fibril, denoted as vertical flat pillars P i , can be approximated as [29, 43] 
where E f and E s are the Young's modulus of fibrils and the substrate, respectively; n f and n s are Poisson's ratio of fibrils and the substrate, respectively; Dg ¼ g f þ g s 2 g f,s is the work of adhesion between fibrils and the substrate, g f , g s , g f,s denote surface and interfacial energies of fibrils and the substrate. Therefore, the pull-off stress of an individual fibril is [40] 
When the gecko-inspired surface is peeled off of a substrate at a certain angle, the fibrils stretch and deform until the tension stress exceeds the pull-off stress and detach from the smooth substrate, as shown in figure 1c . With a large deformation, the relationship between strain and length of the fibril can be described as follows [44] :
When fibrils are stretched, the neck becomes thinner, as shown in figure 1c . At the neck of fibrils, the relationship between stress and strain follows Hooke's Laws:
The area of the fibril end does not change prior to detachment, as the end of the fibril is continuously adherent to the substrate. Furthermore, the volume of the fibril V f does not change, and therefore an approximate value can be obtained by
ðA 5Þ The forces at the end and the neck remain the same, denoted by P, and thus, the stress at the end and the neck can be expressed, respectively, as
and
Combining equations (A 3 -A 7), the relationship between stress at the end and the length of the fibril can be determined as
Alternatively, when the fibril is compressed, the compression modulus becomes larger with an increase in compression, usually described as an exponential relationship
where k is the compression coefficient.
From figure 1c , the length of the deformed fibril appears to be related to its displacement along x-and y-axes. When the upper end of the fibril moves from P 0 (s(x),0) to P 1 (x, y), the length can be described as follows:
where h x ¼ s(x) 2 x, h y ¼ y þ h 0 and s is the length from the bifurcation at the peeling front to the point where detachment has occurred. Therefore,
, the fibril detaches from the substrate. P i is given by equation (A 1).
A.2. Numerical method
The peel region is divided into N elements along the xaxis, each length of which is ds. During peeling, each fibril detaches simultaneously from the element near the peel front. Therefore, the length of these elements should be smaller than the radius of fibrils, i.e. ds ( R. Figure 8 presents the schematic of meshing. For each element of these fibrils, the area of tensile or compression stress is approximately equal to the trapezoidal area constituted by the borders of the element and the Arc secants, as shown in figure 8b .
The force analysis of elements, with or without some part of the fibril, is shown in figure 8a . In general, the bending stress is much smaller than tensile or compression stresses in instances of large tensile or compression deformation. Therefore, the bending moment of the fibril can be ignored in order to simplify the calculation. In the following equation (A 13), the equivalent stress of each element can be determined as the product of the stress of the fibril at this element with the area fraction of stress. Denoting the serial number of elements as i, for the ith element, the length of the part of the fibril is
where h iÁx ¼ i Â ds 2 x i21 2 0.5 ds Â cos u i2 1 , and h iÁy ¼ y i2 1 þ 0.5 ds Â sin u i2 1 þh0. From equations (A 8) and (A 9)
The components along the x-and y-axis are, respectively, For the first element, the normal force and the horizontal force are denoted as u 0 and f 0 , respectively. For the last element, the resultant force is just the peeling force. Applying the numerical method proposed by Lin et al. [36] and Zhang et al. [37] when the initial values of F, u 0 , and f 0 are given, the forces and bending moment of the consecutive elements can be calculated in turn from the first element to the last element at the edge of the peel region. The edge of the peel region can be determined by using the pull-off condition provided by equation (A 2). Then, by using boundary conditions, including balance of the normal force, the horizontal force and the bending moment, respectively, the residual error can be determined to revise the initial values. This is repeatedly iterated until the residual error is less than the small default constant. Finally, the peel force per unit width, i.e. peel strength F/b, can be solved.
APPENDIX B. DISCUSSIONS ON THE NUMERICAL METHOD
For a material with an adhesion energy of 0.6 J m 22 with the substrate, the Poisson's ratio is 0.45 and the Young's modulus of fibrils and backing layer is 2 MPa [10] . With the geometrical parameters, including the radius (5 mm), spacing (20 mm), the length of fibrils (10 mm) and the thickness of the backing layer (0.35 mm), the peel strength F/b can be calculated with different compression coefficients defined in equation (A 9), as shown in figure 9 . The results indicate that, when k changes across a large range, the peel strengths calculated change slightly, by approximately 8 per cent. This could be attributed to the discrete elements that lead to the error of calculation results in the numerical integration. Therefore, the compression coefficient k does not affect the calculated results significantly.
During numerical calculation, the maximum compression strain was about 0.05. By considering an earlier experiment on polymers [44] , and by fitting the stress -strain curves at the compression strain from 0 to 0.1 and at different strain rates, the k obtained was in the range of 3 -19. The compression coefficient of uniaxial compression relates to the geometry and molecular chain of the polymer. Therefore, k cannot be the same under different experimental conditions and for different polymers, leading to difficulty in determining precisely the k-value. In view of our finding that the compression coefficient k does not affect the calculation of results significantly, k ¼ 20 is used in the following calculations.
For a material with the adhesion energy 0.6 J m 22 with a substrate, Poisson's ratio of 0.45 and the Young's modulus of fibrils and backing layer at 2 MPa 8 , the geometrical parameters, including the radius (5 mm), spacing (20 mm) and length of fibrils (10 mm) and also the thickness of the backing layer (0.35 mm), can be used to calculate the peel strength F/b at different meshing size, as shown in figure 10a . These results indicate that, with decreasing meshing size, the peel strength calculated converges to a fixed value. With decreases in the Young's modulus of fibrils, the meshing length should also be reduced to obtain precise results to account for the property of the gecko-inspired surface to deform easily, as shown in figure 10a . The relationship between the reasonable critical meshing length and Young's modulus of fibrils is fitted in figure 10b .
For fibrils of Young's modulus of 3 MPa, with the meshing length of 0.1 mm and other parameters of the gecko-inspired surface described earlier, the exact shape, the stress of fibrils and the local force of backing layer of peel region are determined, as shown in figure 11a ,b. The stress of fibrils at the point without fibrils is 0. Therefore, horizontal and normal stresses of the backing layer demonstrate a ladder-shaped appearance. The circumscribing line of the curves for stress of fibrils plotted against x is similar to the stress distribution of pressure-sensitive adhesive tape during peeling that was calculated by Plaut & Ritchie [45] . Furthermore, these results indicate that the length of the peel region is about 1 mm, and comprises two parts: a compression region where fibrils are compressed and the apparent peel-zone where fibrils are stretched. The apparent peel-zone can be observed intuitively in experiments, and has been discussed and analysed in several articles [17, 30, 32, 36, 45] . The shape of the apparent peel-zone can be calculated by the earliermentioned numerical method and is approximately equivalent to a circular shape as shown in figure 11c , which in accordance with the microscopic observation reported by Pesika et al. [17] . However, it is difficult to observe the compression region of peel region, as there is only a slight deformation [46] . An advantage of this numerical method is that it depicts the distribution of several physical quantities at the peel region directly. Furthermore, the apparent peel-zone lengths at different peeling angles are shown in figure 11d . The trend in these lengths is consistent with the normal component of peel strength. This indicates that the apparent peel-zone determines the adhesive peel force, which is accordance with the report by Pesika et al. [17] and Peng et al. [26] .
APPENDIX C. ENERGY ANALYSIS ON THE PEELING BEHAVIOURS
During peeling, each fibril is stretched and the elastic tensile stress increases until it exceeds the pull-off stress. As the fibrils are very small, the parameters, such as numbers of fibrils, the deformation of fibrils and substrate and so on, can be considered to be the same during the peeling process-i.e. with the same elastic energy of the peel region Therefore, after peeling the gecko-inspired surface with a length Dc, the dissipated elastic energy is actually the maximum elastic energy of the fibrils stored in the peel-zone (the geckoinspired surface with the length of Dc) prior to their detaching from the substrate. On the basis of earliermentioned analysis, the energy balance equation can be described as follows: The linear elastic deformation may actually occur only in a small area very close to the upper and the bottom ends of the fibril. At the neck of the fibril, there is a large neck shrink deformation. The maximum possible elastic energy density w f,max is
ðA 20Þ
where d is described as equation (A 4). The actual deformation is complex, non-uniform. Therefore, E f is in the range between those predicted in the earlier-mentioned two cases and is described as follows:
